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Newsletter #243

The Making of Odyssey
LUKE JANUSZ

America has a long tradition of prison
journalism. For more than a century, prisoners have established journals to communicate their interests within the prisons and
to carry their voices into the community.
Despite the hundreds of journals that have
been created, these goals have remained
elusive because the real concerns prisoners
wish to communicate are all too often censored by prison administrations. It would
be more accurate, therefore, to speak
of prison journalism as an unfulfilled
aspiration.
Prison publishing is confronted with
formidable obstacles. Ownership is the
fundamental area of contention and the
basis for most of these problems. Prisoners
naturally view their creative expressions
as belonging to them. Prison administrators conversely view the journals as
belonging to the prison, and attempt to
shape their content by alleging their relevance to security. In short, they exercise
censorship. Faced with inexplicable censorship constraints, most prison publications are compelled to forfeit free
expression as a condition of existence.
Prison administrators invariably assert
their "right" to control the financial management of the journal. Under the guise of
fiscal management, they ultimately determine everything from the scale of the
endeavor to the production schedule.
conlinued on page three
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ll'e Thought l'ou
Alight be Interested ...
Qulncentennial Education Project
The Central America Resource Center's
Quincentennial Education Project (a Resist
grantee) is offering three different packets of
materials to educators in schools and the
community. There's a packet for grades K-6,
grades 7 -12, and a packet for teachers for
National History Day. The first two packets
($5.00 each) contain guidelines for assessing
presentation of the history of the 1492 era, an
annotated list of curricula and literature with
suggestions for activities and discussion questions, sample lessons, and much more. The
History Day packet ($12.00) has articles for
students' projects and a directory of Central
America classroom resources. For more info,
contact the project, c/o Central America
Resource Center, 317 17th Ave. SE, Minneapolis, MN 55414, or call (612) 627-9445.
Free Trade Witness
The North Pacific branch of Witness for
Peace is sponsoring a delegation to the U.S./
Mexico border region to examine the effects
of the planned North American Free Trade
Agreement and the maquiladora program on
the people and environment of the area. The
trip will take place March 21-March 26th,
and will include time in both countries. The
cost is $275 plus travel to Tucson. For
information/application, contact North Pacific
Witness for Peace, 458 Blair Blvd., Eugene,
Oregon 97402, or call (503) 686-5012.
Hands Project
The Hands Project is a "participatory
pro-peace art project" with the goal of collecting more than 100,000 individual handprints on orange postcards to send to the
United Nations in recognition of those killed
in the Gulf War. "Organizations such as
Greenpeace estimate between 162,400 to
219,400 Iraqi people were killed by U.S
bombs and their after-effects ..." The project is
a reminder and protest of the U.N.'s role in
waging the war.
The Project is sponsored by "Safety
Orange," a Wisconsin group of artists,
teachers, and media workers. For information,
write: The Hands Project, Safety Orange, Box
9023, Madison, WI 53715-00223.
.
The info in this column comes from material
we receive at Resist. We cannot fully check
everything out, so please call the numbers
listed for more details. Send us your news
and we'll do what we can to help get the
word out on a space a\.'ailable basis.
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Dear Friends,
I wanted to thank you for the splendid
review of Unknown Secrets by Susan
Jhirad (#239, October, 1991). Her very
evocative article reminded me that at the
time of the Rosenbergs' execution my
husband and I had just completed the
adoption of our first child, and what
should have been a time of great joy was
instead a time filled with pain, anguish,
anxiety and disbelief. In the years that
followed, we, and many of our progressive
friends, suffered in the terror-filled

Resist Board Member
Helps Shape
El Salvador Accord
While others may have been doing
their patriotic duty buying Christmas
gifts, Resist board member George
Vickers (a sociologist at Brooklyn
College and long-time activist/observer
of Centtal and SouthAmerican politics)
was staying up late helping members of
the FMLN negotiating team work out
the details of the accord they would
sign on New Year's Eve. VICkers, who
had been an official observer during
national elections in El Salvador two
years ago, worked into the wee hours
with Martin Diskin and Jack Spence
(Boston area academics and fellow
activists on Central/South America
issues) assisting rebel leaders in
working out the details concerning land
that would be returned to the government, how the FMLN would be
represented on commissions that will
mmitor the accm:I, and how they could

ensure some measure of concrol over
the distnbution of reconstructi9n aid.
While we all must wait and see how
everything pans out. it is an outstanding moment; to watch the end of a
bloody war, observe the Salvadoran
military and ruling party as they are
forced to give up power, and know that
all of our solidarity work over these
years was an essential part of the
~ And, of course, our work· has
just begun in terms of supporting
democracy and justice in El Salvador.
We at Resist are proud of your George!
Now get some rest. ..
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McCarthy period, and we especially
worried about and saw how much our
children were being harmed by all that
was happening. But, of course, we knew
that what was happening to our kids would
not be nearly as traumatic as what
happened to Robert and Michael, the
young Rosenberg children. It was many
years later that we heard, and were
relieved to learn, that they have grown into
such fine, intrepid men. And now they
have started the much-needed Rosenberg
Fund for Children (as described in a letter
to your newsletter from Robert Meeropol)
which is going to help the children of
progressives who are suffering because of
their courageous struggles for justice and

peace.
We will be contributing to the
Rosenberg Fund for Children and are so
glad Resist is supporting this wonderful
idea.* We also have become aware of the
Yolande Huet-Vaughan case (a physician
and medical reservist who became a
conscientious objector in the Gulf War,
was court-martialed and sentenced to 2 1/2
years in prison, forfeiture of pay, and
dishonorable discharge. For more info,
write John Swomley, Kansas City
Fellowship of Reconciliation, 5123
Truman Road, Kansas City, MO 64127).
Citizen Soldier, an, organization Resist
has given support to in the past, is the
primary organization working on her case.
I plan to bring her case to the attention of
the Rosenberg Fund as she has three
young children and her family is spending
all its resources on her defense. Thanks
again for all you do.
Dorothy Aspinwall
San Jose, CA
*Ed. Note: For clarification, although Resist is
supportive of the Rosenberg Fund for Children,
our guidelines limit our financial support to
direct organizing and educational projects.
Therefore, our involvement with the Rosenberg
Fund must be limited to getting the word out
through our newsletter. For more info and
guidelines, write: Rosenberg Fund for
Children, 1145 Main Street, Suite 501,
Springfield, MA 01103, or call (413) 739-9020.

Resist welcomes letters about our work,
anything that appears in our newsletter, or
general issues of concern to activists for social
justice. Please be sure to let us know if you do
not wish your letter to be printed.
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Odyssey
conJinued from page one

Without financial autonomy, prison publications must rely on the production facilities provided by the institution. Access to
these facilities are regulated according to
the dictates of security. Consequently, production deadlines , subscription obligations , and timely news reporting are
subordinated to administrative priorities.
In addition, shortage of equipment and
supplies, low budgets and salaries for
staff, and a high rate of staff turnover are
constant problems.
It is not surprising, therefore, that
most prison journals either become extensions of the warden's public relations
department or become token efforts without funding or support. They typically feature sports, entertainment, social events,
with a little innocuous political commentary thrown in for the sake of pretense.
Continued favor with the prison administration is purchased by producing a journal
that is devoid of substance and retreats
from real concerns and problems. The
publication becomes a caricature of free
expression with no credibility and little
interest from the prison population.
This was the condition of The Question Mark journal at Norfolk state prison
(in MA) when I became editor in 1989.
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The prison population, through its representative body, had elected me to create a
meaningful voice for prisoners. The prison
authorities, however, were conten·t with
the prevailing pretense. My nomination as
editor was summarily rejected by prison
officials because in their estimation I
lacked a "significant sense of responsibility," an administrative phrase that meant I
was not a cooperative inmate. After a protracted battle that included legal action, the
superintendent intervened and approved
me for the position. Prison security forces
were not content with this resolution and I

for the struggles and challenges we
encountered along the way to publish the
magazine.
Defining our goals and developing a
strategy for Odyssey was more of a process of evolution than a predetermined
plan. We began with a few fundamental
ideas and strong convictions based on
many years of incarceration. The goal of
Odyssey is to establish a forum where prisoners can express their views about criminal justice issues in an open exchange with
members of the broader community. By
publishing innovative research and

Nothing is more dangerous than advocating a
dialogue based on reconciliation within a criminal justice
system sustained by adversarial relationships.
creative articles by prisoners, correctional
officials, legislators, victims of crime, and
others who have a substantial influence on
criminal justice policy, we believed that
Creating a ''Meeting Place"
My first act was to convene a closed Odyssey would promote a dialogue that
door meeting with the staff. The Question would lead to greater understanding about
Mark did not survive that meeting. Our the problems of crime and punishment in
goal was to reclaim the press from the our society.
The goal of a "meeting place" for
administration. Any association, either in
name or in substance, with the former ideas and debate seemed to be an obvious
journal would compromise our efforts and starting point. Yet, we were soon to discover that it was anything but obvious. We
undermine our credibility as journalists.
Our task was to transform a 12 page searched in vain for a magazine that could
collection of random notes into a 120 page serve as a model for this approach. Instead
quarterly magazine. Unfortunately, we had we learned that virtually all criminal jusfew skills and little idea of the personal tice publications are characterized by
sacrifice, extended work hours, political exclusion and special interest agendas.
strife, and legal battles that task would Lawyers Weekly, Corrections Today, and
entail. It would require intensive on-the- Abolition, for example are designed to
job training for all of us. I, for one, admit- appeal to a narrow readership. Although
ted I knew virtually nothing about this is a perfectly reasonable approach to
journalism or publishing, but did possess meeting the concerns of professional interan arrogance that bred fearlessness-a ests, it does little to advance a meaningful
quality essential for survival as a journalist discussion of the problem of crime. On
in prison. The meeting ended with a col- another level, it reflects the antagonistic
lective acknowledgement that we were and fragmented nature of the criminal justice system. Competing ideologies have
destined for "the hole."
The identity of the magazine began to replaced healthy debate. .
Thus, what we were proposing with
take shape during the next few weeks.
Odyssey was chosen as the name of the Odyssey was, in a sense, far more radical
magazine because we decided that it than the confrontational prisoners' rights
reflected the essence of the prison experi- strategy of the '60s and '70s. We were
ence, the journey home. Prisoners, like the offering to build a forum to encourage
Greek Odysseus, must slay the demons diverse opinions and to challenge estabthat block the way and contend with the lished ideologies. Nothing is more dangerscheming gods that prevent them from ous than advocating a dialogue based on
returning home. As it turned out, Odyssey reconciliation within a criminal justice .
proved to be an equally appropriate name
conlinued on next page
was admonished that my approval was
temporary.
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Page Three

Odyssey
continued from page three

system sustained by adversarial relationships.
From this basic premise the magazine
began to take on a will and a purpose of its
own. We realized that it is not enough
merely to initiate a dialogue, but that it is
equally important to focus on "win-win"
solutions to the problem of crime. In other
words, we strived for solutions that would
benefit victims of crime, taxpayers, prisoners, and correctional officials simultaneously. At this point we perceived that
Odyssey's significance transcended prison

expectations. I was not immune to this, but
the responsibility inherent in my role as
editor may have led me to an early recognition of the subtle and debilitating forces
that were at work around and within us.
My job as editor was to show confidence
even when I lacked it, and to foster an attitude of professionalism. The making of
Odyssey was a learning and growth experience for all of us.
The battles in the Odyssey office were
legendary. The guards routinely ran to our
office believing that a riot was taking
place, only to discover us arguing about a

The guards routinely ran to our office believing that
a riot was taking place, only to discover us arguing about
a layout design or an edit of an article.... One day a member
of the staff accused me of believing that we were journalists.... I pied guilty as charged.
or criminal justice issues. We were
attempting to develop a model for collective problem solving that would apply to
all social problems. As many philosophers
have observed, prison is merely a mirror
of society.

Overcoming Mediocrity
. Translating these objectives from theory to practice proved to be an odyssey in
itself. From the beginning I was prepared
for the inevitable opposition from the
prison administration. What I was not prepared for, however, was the internal opposition from the staff. To be accurate, it was
more of an ambivalence to success and a
resistance to overcoming the mediocrity
that regulates prison existence, than an
overt opposition.
Despite the fact that virtually everything from "bribery to blackmail" was
deployed to recruit the most talented and
experienced writers, photographers, and
printers available within the prison population, Odyssey's progress was initially
stunted by a mentality of institutionalization. Because institutional life is structured
to breed dependency, self-confidence is
eroded and initiative is destroyed. This
often results in intellectual and emotional
regression as prisoners internalize these
lowered expectations.
The Odyssey staff, in resisting every
innovation as impossible, every rewrite as
unnecessary, and every additional work
assignment as a burden, may have been
unwittingly conforming to institutional

Page Four

layout design or an edit of an article. One
day a member of the staff accused me cf
believing that we were journalists. That
statement was a revelation. I called a
meeting the next day and pied guilty as
charged. I challenged the staff to redefine
their identity-from prisoners working at
becoming journalists, to journalists who
were working in prison. The emphasis is
critical because the identity of "prisoner"
is imbued with a social inferiority that
diminishes the possibilities for transcending expectations. It was a turning point.

Our attitude became dangerous.
The transformation of our attitude
became conspicuous. For example, while
other prisoners were inventing excuses to
absent themselves from work, we were
inventing excuses to remain at work. Our
attitude became "dangerous" in the eyes of
the prison administration because we no
longer lived and breathed the pathology of
institutionalization. Our example of selfempowerment not only alarmed the prison
administration, but provoked resentment
among many prisoners as well. Because
the role of "dependent" inmate is comfortable to both the prison administration and
many prisoners, resistance to change is
fierce.
Prison security forces moved swiftly.
Within three months of my appointment as
editor, I was placed in "the hole" for
allegedly organizing a hunger strike. The
disciplinary report referred to me as "a
silent leader." During my ten weeks in iso-
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lation an organizational plan for Odyssey's
future was conceived. The intervention of
the security forces confirmed that the only
way a prison magazine can survive is for
prisoners to establish an independent
financial and production base outside
prison walls. I drafted a proposal that
incorporated these ideas and mailed it to a
group of journalists, educators, and prisoner rights' activists.
After a core group was formed, we
filed for incorporation and developed preliminary fund raising plans in anticipation
of the inevitable transition to the community. Although we were fairly confident
that I would be acquitted of the pending
charges, we were just as confident that
false charges would be filed again in the
future. The corporation was established to
protect Odyssey against that eventuality.
Meanwhile, the superintendent at
Norfolk prison conducted a private investigation and became convinced of my
innocence. He began to believe in the project and became an ally. Without his support, Odyssey would have been aborted.
After my release from "the hole" it
was another three months before Odyssey
could be a potentially valuable asset in the
debate about the direction of correctional
policy in Massachusetts. Because a liberal
approach to corrections was becoming
increasingly unpopular with the electorate,
Odyssey became by default virtually the
only voice advocating rehabilitation.
Those who advocated a progressive
approach to solving the problem of crime
remained aloof from the public debate
because of political and professional risks,
and saw Odyssey as a potential wild card
to be carefully played.
A fissure was created. Liberals privately supported the magazine and conservatives ardently opposed it. Odyssey
became a symbol and a battleground
among competing ideologies within the
Department of Correction.
The local media exhibited a similar
difference of opinion. The Boston Herald,
in a full page column, attacked the personal histories of the prison writers and
effectively intimidated many potential
writers. The Boston Globe presented a
brief favorable commentary with a cautionary and prophetic note that Odyssey
would not have a place in [Mass. Gov.
William] Weld's "busting rocks" approach
to incarceration. On balance, Odyssey was
favorably received. Not accustomed to
words of praise from the "establishment,"
the concern of the journal's staff increased
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to the point of paranoia. The only steadying words of encouragement were provided by a quote from Saul Alinsky,
" Don ' t worry boys, we'll weather this
storm of approval and come out as hated
as ever."
With the patronage of the superintendent, the second edition was published
without major complications. We moved
closer toward becoming a "meeting
place," including writing and interviews
with members of the community. Nevertheless, because of the schizophrenic history of prison journalism, community
participation was tentative. However, we
came to understand that our limitations as
journalists in prison were largely selfimposed, a measure of our acceptance of
diminished expectations. We worked even
harder because we now understood that
being competent and serious journalists
was itself an act of resistance and empowerment as important as the issues treated in
our journal. "The process"-the commitment to excellence-bonded us together
far more than the issues that brought us to
prison in the first place.
Weld Takes the Helm
Odyssey's second edition was a dramatic improvement over our initial publication. It was released in December of
1990. Two weeks later, Odyssey was
placed "under investigation" by security
forces at Norfolk and I was returned to
"the hole." William Weld had arrived in
town.
The new state administration regarded
Odyssey as dangerous for reasons other
than its content. Our ability to attract community writers who possessed stature and
influence in the criminal justice arena
implied that we had suPJX}rt and sanction
from these groups. Our right to free
expression was, therefore, independent of
the approval of the DOC. Placement of
articles by prisoners side by side with articles contributed by attorneys, legislators,
educators, and other criminal justice
authorities implied that we had the right to
publicly discuss and criticize correctional
policy.
At the same time, the stereotypical
image of prisoners as inherently inferior,
irrational, angry, and violent was challenged by the existence of Odyssey. In
fact, the rhetoric and ideology of the Weld
administration was by comparison far
more angry, irrational, and violent than
anything we would even consider advocating. This was a comparison that made
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many officials uneasy and disarmed traditional critics of prison journalism. Correctional officials could hardly object to our
desire to build bridges with victims of
crime, to seek alternative programs that
would better prepare prisoners to remain
in the community after they are released,
and to open a dialogue based on reconciliation. It was a dilemma that they
attempted to solve by locking me isolation
on specious charges.
Relying on the mail and very limited
telephone calls and visits, I worked feverishly with the community sponsors of
Odyssey to coordinate the transition. In
addition to the onerous financial and
administrative demands of the magazine,
my stint in "the hole" was having the
effect of intimidating prison writers
throughout the Massachusetts system.
With the exception of two dedicated staff
members and one other prisoner in Massachusetts, no one would even consider
writing because of fear of retribution.
Emergency letters were sent to three of the
nation's most celebrated prisoner writers.
Dannie Martin, Tim Smith , and Jean
Harris contributed articles to Odyssey in
solidarity.
At the same time, the actions of the
prison administration served to intimidate

mitment to prison work, she was placed
under "investigation" by the DOC under
false pretenses and barred from the prisons
for several months. Our editorial advisor
and computer typesetter was a man with a
long history of work in the field of journalism and prison refonn. Our layout advisor was a woman with a commitment to
integrating her work with social causes. In
addition, we received assistance from the
network of family and friends of prisoners.
Financial support was derived from grants
from activist foundations such as Resist
and Haymarket, as well as from the Mass.
Foundation for the Humanities. The bulk
of our financial assistance, however, was
provided by the Draz family, whose members have committed their time and
resources to promoting social change.
After several months, Odyssey was
published once again in defiance of all
predictions of failure. It was an important
statement that prisoners are capable of creating and organizing meaningful projects
independently of the support and sanction
of the prison administration. If prisoners
can establish their own publishing company to assert their right to self-expression
then they can establish similar projects in
other areas. For example, prisoners could
establish para-legal organizations to work

••• The rhetoric and ideology of the Weld administration was by comparison more angry, i"ational, and violent
than anything we would even consider advocating.
many liberals in the community. Traditional funding sources did not want to
become involved in a controversial project
and politely rationalized their motives on
other grounds. Many liberal prison
activists claimed that writing for Odyssey
might jeopardize their access to prison,
upon which their work depended. Still,
compared to prisoners, it was considerably
easier to attract community writers for the
magazine.
With a small nucleus within the
prison and from the community, Odyssey's
third edition forged ahead. The production
of the magazine posed major logistic problems. Articles were shuttled back and forth
through the mail, and the visiting room
became the magazine's control center.
Our primary liaison between the
prison and the community was a woman
who had dedicated her life work to achieving prison reform. After 20 years of com-
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exclusively on prisoners' rights issues or
develop collective funds to hire lobbyists
to advance their political agenda with the
legislature and the media. For all such projects, prisoner organizations must transfer
their base of operations to the community.
Prisoners cannot rely on the good will
or good faith of prison officials to respect
their right to free speech or their right to
political expression. Nor should they be
lulled into accepting the paternalistic tradition of liberalism, which, though wellintended, has historically fostered a
debilitating dependence. Only models of
self-empowennent will result in mea11ingful resistance to illegitimate authority.
Odyssey's future will depend on our
ability to raise funds. Odyssey remains a
controversial endeavor with little access to
traditional revenue sources. The magazine
has been declared contraband at two state
continued on next page
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In each issue of the newsletter we
highlight a Jew recent grants made to
groups around the country. In this issue
we present an expanded grants section
detailing the work of a number of organizations that work on prison issues. In
addition to the groups noted here, Resist
has funded several more prison projects in
the past year, including AIDS-related
work, a book project, and other anti-death
penalty groups. The information in these
brief reports is provided to us by the
groups themselves. For more details,
please write to them at the addresses
included here.
Odyssey Enterprises, Inc., Box 14, Dedham, MA 02026
The accompanying article by Odyssey
editor Luke Janusz, provides some of the
history of this ambitious prison journal.
Originally focusing on institutional news,
the staffs' intention to place that news
within a larger social and political context
led to efforts by the prison administration
to disrupt Odyssey's publication. Janusz
himself was transferred to different prisons
several times , and the magazine was
banned from Norfolk prison where it was
founded. However, Janusz's tenacity and
that of the magazine's staff and supporters
enabled the project to survive.
The organization has moved its publishing base into the community and incor-

Odyssey
continuedfrom page five

prisons in Massachusetts in violation of
First Amendment rights afforded to prisoners. The ACLU is currently representing
Odyssey in an effort to establish case law
that will free prison journalists from
unreasonable restrictions and guarantee all
prisoners First Amendment protections.
While the merits of the case are debated in
court, Odyssey will continue to publish its
case in the court of public opinion.

•

Luke Janusz is the publisher and editor of
Odyssey magazine and is currently serving time at the South Middlesex Prerelease Center in Framingham , Massachusetts. Odyssey needs your support to
continue to publish. Anyone who believes
in this cause and who would like to help,
please write Odyssey, Box 14, Dedham,
MA02026.
Page Six

porated. Its goals are to provide prisoners
a vehicle for expression; to provide informative and educational material to prisoners about legal issues, health concerns, and
political matters; to create a forum for the
exchange of ideas between prisoners and
members of the community; to provide
information to the community about
important prison issues and to encourage
community participation; to promote positive prisoner organizations, groups, and
rehabilitative programs with the aim
of enlisting community support and
resources; and to serve as an advocacy
report for prison rehabilitation, targeting
legislators and criminal justice personnel.
The most recent issue of Odyssey is
some 130 pages long and features in-depth
articles including a historical look at the
Salem witch trials on this 300th anniversary of those events; an examination of the
status of women incarcerated in Massachusetts; an analysis of the uses of1

cross-gender supervision in prisons, and
related issues of privacy and sexuality;
First Amendment rights; and prison labor
for prison profit In addition, there is state
and legal news concerning such topics as
sexual harassment at Massachusetts prisons, and the role of the prison system
within Massachusetts Governor William
Weld's "entrepreneurial" style of state
management
There are also contributions about
feminism and criminal justice reform,
three articles about prison education, a
collection of poetry, and a piece of fiction.
There's an interview with state legislator
Barbara Hildt, and an article on the inappropriateness of prison for most women
prisoners by criminologist Daniel LeClair.
And more. Writers include prisoners,
attorneys, journalists, educators, religious
leaders, ex-prisoners, and prisoner advocates. There is an advisory board includcontinued on next page
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conJinuedfrom page six

ing members of community groups that
makes suggestions and recommendations.
Editorial decisions, however, remain in the
hands of the prisoner staff.
The Odyssey staff seeks to draw attention to the social and economic conditions
that contribute to crime, while also examining the injustices of the criminal "justice" system. The group works closely
with other groups, such as the American
Friends Service Committee, the Backman
Center for Social Justice, and CURE in an
attempt to mobilize people around prisoners' rights and civil rights. The group
actively involves Latino prisoners, and
advocates for Spanish-speaking prisoners
within the prison system. Resist's recent
grant went towards general expenses in
the publication of Odyssey.

Native American Prisoners' Rehabilitation Research Project, 2848 Paddock
Lane, Villa Hills, KY 41017
This organization (NAPRRP) was
started in 1989 by a small group of Native
American prisoners and their supporters to
work in support of the social, cultural, and
religious rights of incarcerated Native
Americans, and to provide moral support
to Native Americans in the U.S. prison
system. The group also wants to encourage the establishment of culturally relevant rehabilitative programs, and to
monitor conditions in prisons as they
relate to the specific needs of Native
American prisoners.
As a member of the International
Indian Prisoner Support Network,
NAPRRP shares the condemnation of current programs in U.S. prisons and
demands "the establishment of a rehabilitation structure designed by and for Native
Americans in all correctional facilities
based on our spiritual teachings .... " Such
programs should be extended, the group
believes, to include a network of halfway
houses for Indians getting out of prison so
that they will have access to a support system to help them stay out.
The group, though small and obviously very isolated, works on several
fronts. For example, when it receives complaints from Native prisoners about religious or other forms of discrimination, it
offers to assist prison staff in resolving the
issues using models from other prison
policies and by providing written materials
and a video about the cultural and spiritual
#243

needs of Native American prisoners. The
correspondence is polite, but tailored so
that the prison officials' responses, if inappropriate, or their failure to respond, can
be used in litigation if necessary.
The group provides legal advice to
Indian prisoners, and assists in preparing
legal documents for them. It also writes
amicus briefs on behalf of Indian prisoners
with pending cases. NAPRRP recently
completed a book (not yet out), The American Indian in The White Man's prisons: A
Story of Genocide, with contributions by a
number of Indian prisoners and spiritual
advisors.
When possible, members of the group
work on ensuring Native American
involvement in public conferences on
prison issues. For example, the group participated in setting up panels at the Fifth
International Conference on Penal Abolition (held in Indiana last May) and will be
involved in the upcoming conference of
the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences.
The group also publishes a newsletter,
the Iron House Drum, which is distributed
free to Native American prisoners. The
newsletter includes articles, letters, poetry
and artwork with contributions from prisoners and Native American prisoner advocates. A recent issue had a thoughtful
commentary on "Those Who Would Wannabe Indian," advising such well-meaning
folks to not just take on Indian religious
and cultural values, but to stand by Indians
in defense of their treaty rights and rights
to sacred land. There was a letter from the
father of an Indian murdered in prison

about his efforts to follow up on the case
and get prison authorities charged with the
crime. (The victim was shot in the back.
He had been an activist and had a legal
case pending against San Quentin.) There
was also an update on the situation of the
Mohawk Nation in Quebec, a note on a
new Indian prisoner group in Michigan,
and many poems and drawings. NAPRRP
was sponsoring the "First Annual Indian
Writers' and Artists' Contest" and
solicited work for the competition.
NAPRRP is attempting to raise
money to pay the travel expenses of
Native American spiritual leaders and
medicine men to enable them to visit prisoners. Another project involves fundraising to implement and maintain culturally
sensitive substance abuse programs for
Native Americans both inside and outside
prisons. Resist's grant was used to produce
and distribute the Iron House Drum.

Texans Against State Killing, c/o
Amnesty International, 4447 N. Central
Expresssway, Ste 230, Dallas, TX 75205.
For the past several years, Amnesty
International chapters in Texas have
worked to build a coalition of organizations opposed to capital punishment. Texas
has close to 350 people on death row and
has executed more people than any other
state in the U.S. The chapters created Texans Against State Killing (TASK) in 1990
as a way to focus attention on the issue
and conduct extensive training for the
larger coalition of groups doing anti-death
conJinued on next page
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penalty work in the state.
TASK is determined to end the ongoing horror of executions by increasing
public awareness of the inhumanity of
capital punishment; training its own members and the press to understand the
broader issues involved (such as the victimization of the families of those executed); developing a "quick alert" network
to respond to pending legislation and to
executions; promoting public understanding of the facts about the death penalty,
including racism, fairness, and costs;
mobilizing the religious community to
educate itself on this issue; and legislative
work to restrict application of the death
penalty and forestall its expansion.
TASK also works toward establishing
a moratorium on the death penalty in
Texas while cost and fairness studies are
undertaken, and in the long-run, advocates
for the abolishment of the death penalty.
To these ends, the group planned a statewide Human Rights Awareness Day in
Austin, visiting legislators and holding a
press conference with leading peace and
justice advocates. The event organized
some 55 activists and visited over 100 legislators. In addition to the death penalty,
lobbyists addressed conditions in refugee
detention centers and other human rights
issues.
TASK also organized a public march
from Huntsville, TX (the site of the state's
death row and execution chamber), to the
state capital building in Austin. The march
took place from April 5 - 13th, and culminated in a large rally at the capital.
Between the two cities, marchers and
organizers offered educational programs in
town halls and churches. The group works
for the redirection of resources (it costs
some $115,000 to prosecute a capitol murder case) to social programs that might
reduce crime, and to the families of victims.
TASK members believe that the
issues surrounding capital punishment
(racism, injustice and the recourse to violence as a solution) are a microcosm of
current world events. They found it ironic
that the U.S. government could condemn
Iraq and justify the Gulf War, while not
declaring a stop to state killing here-the
U.S. is the only NATO country which currently executes its citizens. Resist's grant
was used toward the expenses of marchers
in the Anti-Death Penalty march.
Page Eight
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Justice Watch, 932 Dayton St., Cincin- 1947, and was one of the founders of the
nati, OH 45214
This is a new organization in Ohio,
made up of long-time activists around
peace and justice issues. The group supports prisoners, their families, and all who
work for humane conditions "until such
time as prisons no longer mirror a society
based on class divisions and racial discord." The group has protested plans to
build a new prison in Cincinnati, and privatization of the prison system. Justice
Watch has also been a continuing witness
in a trial involving a local woman who
brought suit against Ohio prison guards for
the murder of her son while in prison.
Members of the group include sevecal
political activists who have spent time in
prison for their political work. For example, Ernest Bromley who spent 60 days in
jail for anti-war activities in 1942, was
involved in the first Freedom Ride in

Coney Island Campaign to integrate public
facilities in Cincinnati in 19 52. Most
recently he was arrested for protesting the
war against the people of Iraq. Another
member, Vivian Kenebrew, now 71, was
recently arrested for occupying an innercity abandoned house to claim it for the
homeless. She has worked for many years
for justice for Black people in the Cincinnati area.
Another community activist in the
group, Harold Johnson, is a past president
of the Cincinnati NAACP. Gordon Maham
is a retired engineer who refused to continue work on the Manhattan Project, and
refused the draft. He spent three years in a
federal prison in Kentucky, and has been
arrested several times since then as he
continues to protest militarism and nuclear
weapons production. Lorry Thomas was
conJinued on page nine
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Special Offer: Small T-shirts just $7
We have a few ecru (light yellow), navy and black size small T-shirts left.
We'll sell them to you for just $7. These are the perfect size for an older child.
Smalls are the equivalent of a child's size 18. (These shirts are all Hanes 100
percent cotton and will shrink.)

Sweatshirts
50/50
Black or White ** Large or Extra Large
(we have a few medium black)
$15 (includes postage)
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imprisoned for nearly two years in the federal prison at Alderson as a result of her
work for the sanctuary movement. She is
the former director of Casa Oscar Romero
near Brownsville, Texas and is now the
staff person for Justice Watch.
The other members have similar
backgrounds of steadfast commitment to
fight against injustice. They have now
turned their attention to the U.S. prison
system. They hope to promote dialogue
about the function of the prisons to reenforce the class system in this country; to
develop prison support groups; to lobby
against capital punishment; to advocate for
the poor; to fight against policies that
increase the prison population (such as
cuts to general assistance payments); and
to expose police brutality.
The group also plans to publish a
quarterly newsletter for prisoners and their
families and those interested in working
on prison issues. Activities will also
involve direct support for prisoners and
direct action. Resist's grant was as seed
money to this group as it sets up its office
and begins work.

Prisoners Legal News, c/o Paul Wright,
#930783, P.O. Box -5000, HC-63, Clallam
Bay, WA 98326
Prisoners Legal News (PLN) was
started in 1990 by two prisoners in Washington state, with the support of an outside
volunteer who printed and mailed the
newspaper. Since then, a group of 7 or 8
volunteers gets out the issue each month.
The paper is now mailed by the Anarchist
Black Cross group of Toronto to 300 readers in the U.S. as well as Asia, Canada,
Latin America and Australia. It is also
printed in England and mailed to readers
in Europe and Middle East.
The editors hope is to organize prison er s and their family members and
friends, to speak out on vital issues affecting prisoners, and to educate the public
concerning the current failed system of
prisons and punishment. The paper provides news and information to help prisoners use the legal system of courts and
administrative agencies to gain their civil
rights and challenge unconstitutional practices by prison officials. PLN also carries
news on the prison struggle around the
world to raise the political awareness of
prisoners here, and to help combat racism,
homophobia, and sexism among people in

#243

prison.
Like other prison writers and editors,
the staff of PLN has faced severe obstacles
in the struggle to simply exist and write.
According to a Seattle Times columnist,
one of the two principal editors of PLN,
Paul Wright, wrote an article on alleged
guard brutality at the prison, and was
ordered to spend 20 days in "the hole." He
also faced losing 30 days off his good
time. Prison officials gave readers two
options: a paper with the disputed portions
censored, or no paper at all. Prisoners
chose the altered version. At least they
said they would, but when the paper was
printed the original version was intact,
describing the incident in which 8 prison
guards, all white, attacked a Black prisoner who Wright claimed was small in
size, young, and had done nothing to warrant the attack. The entire page describing
this was removed before the paper was
distributed in the prison. The Times writer,
Rick Anderson, says he has 14 sworn affidavits from other prisoners who saw the
attack and support Wright's version.

Of course, there are many such incidents. The issue is: who has a right to say
what is going on in U.S. prisons? If they
can do anything about it, and they can,
prison authorities will ensure that it isn't
the prisoners. Resist's grant to PLN was
used to support the cost of publishing the
newspaper for three months.
Out of Control: Lesbian Committee to
Support Women Political Prisoners and
Prisoners of War. 3543 18th St., Box 30,
San Francisco, CA 94110.
Out of Control (OOC) formed in 1986
to work toward shutting down the Lexington Control Unit, an experiment in small
group isolation and mind control designed
by the U.S. Bureau of Prisons to test and
break the will of women political prisoners. After an intensive national campaign
and a lawsuit, the Unit was shut down
(although new units have since been constructed). OOC decided to continue its
work to expose the injustice in the justice
system-toward prisoners in general, and
continued on page ten
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specifically toward women political prisoners and POWS. [Ed. note: The OOC
uses the term "prisoner of war" to refer to
self-described political prisoners who feel
their cases should not be tried in the U.S.
courts ... specifically Puerto Rican independentistas.]
OOC has participated in coalitions
that plan International Women's Day
demonstrations each y~ar, including a
large action at the Pleasanton Federal Correctional Institution in 1988. The group
created a theatre piece about the Lexington
Control Unit and has performed it at a
number of demonstrations and events.
OOC also participates in lesbian/gay pride
parades with banners about women in
prison. Recently the group worked with
others to present the film "Through the
Wire" (about Lexington) along with literature and petititions.
OOC's goals are to inform the lesbian
and gay community about political prisoners in the U.S. and internationally; to
expose human rights violations in U.S.
prisons; to assist prisoners in maintaining
ties with friends and family; to organize
national campaigns in emergency situations concerning individual prisoners; and
to offer material support when needed to
specific prisoners.
According to OOC, there are about
100-150 political prisoners in the U.S.,
and 25 of these are women. They include
people doing time for civil disobedience,
Puerto Rican independentistas, Native
Americans who have tried to defend their
land, and others who have participated in
acts of resistance to U.S. policies here and
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internationally. These people are serving
disproportionately long sentences and are
often subject to extreme psychological
intimidation and outright torture. OOC
says it does not necessarily support the
political actions of these prisoners, but recognizes that we are all part of movements
for much-needed social change. The group
believes the ill treatment of prisoners in
the U.S. is a direct reflection of what is
condoned in U.S. society.
Other projects the group has been
involved with include the development of
a 13 week radio program focusing on
women political prisoners and the general
conditions of incarceration, to air on
KPFA and other community radio stations.
OOC publishes a newsletter, "Out of
Time," which includes articles on prisoners in other countries, and general prison

r·-------------------------------------7
Join the Resist Pledge Program
1
We'd like you to consider becoming a
Resist Pledge. Pledges account for over
25% of our income. By becoming a
pledge, you help guarantee Resist a
fixed ~nd dependa~le source of inco~e
on which we can bmld our grant makmg
program. In return, we will send you a
monthly pledge letter and reminder,
along with your newsletter. We will
keep you up-to-date on the groups we
have funded, and the other work being
done at Resist. So take the plunge and
become a Resist Pledge! We count on
you, and the groups we fund count on
us.

n

•

Yes! l would like to become a Resist:
Pledge. I'd like to pledge$_ _ _ _ / I
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (monthly, bi-I
monthly, quarterly, 2x a year, yearly). I
Enclosed is my pledge contribution :
of $.____
1
·
I can't join the pledge program just
now, but here's a contribution to support your work. $._ _ __
Name _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

•

•

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City/State/Zip _ _ _ _ __ _ __

issues, while focusing on women political
prisoners. It is included in the monthly
publication of a sister organization, Lesbians and Gays Against Intervention.
Resist's recent grant was used to photocopy and mail the newsletter.

Mike~
We are saddened to have to note in
this m.ie that a close friend of Resist,
its staff and many board members,
and prisoners across the COlDltty, died
on January 10th of illnesses related to
AIDS. We will include longer tributes in an upcoming issue of the
newsletter, descnbing Mike's work as
coordinator of the Prison Book Program at the Red Bookstore in Boston;
coonlinator of the GCN Prisoner Project; and longtime office manager
and collective member at Gay Community News. Most recently Mike
was involved in compiling an anthology of letters to GCN from lesbian
and gay prisoners. For now we want
to say thank-you. Mike f<r the many
many hours you worked on behalf of
the people and ideas you cared aboUL
You were one who never ever had
any qualms about simply ignoring
illegitimate authority while supporting with your life those who have
been its victims.
-TS.for the Resist staff.

Resisl
One SummerSlreel , Somerville, MA 02143 • (617)623-5110
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